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Purpose of your paper: Financial Services Industry communications continue to fail to educate the public at 

large in the very 

basics of personal finance. 

 

Synopsis: Finances Action Hero - Basic Training is a response to consistent feedback that the financial 

services industry has spent the last 100 years talking in a language that could be from another 

universe. 

 

As a self professed maths & finance geek I thoroughly understand the complexity of the financial 

world (and even get a little excited at the prospect of a good spreadsheet) however experience has 

taught me that this academic understanding has given me very little insight into the best way to 

manage my money or even just get my money stuff sorted. 

 

The truth is that in money, just like in life, the simplest approaches yield the best results. And just 

like in life it is very difficult to get things done, when we don’t have a plan of attack to get us started 

and heading in the right direction. 

 

This is where Action Heroes come in. They might be mavericks, shoot first ask questions later, or 

even be borderline psychotic, but every Action Hero has habits they originally learned one step at a 

time that help them digest and get started on their next impossible, never-been-done-before 

mission to save the world with no backup but their geeky sidekick and a cool car. Phew, exhausting 

isn’t it! 

 

Finances Action Hero provides a light hearted, no jargon plan of attack for people that have spent 

the better part of their life worrying about money and simply don’t know where to start. 

Be the Action Hero in your own Finance mission ... and meet your geeky sidekick Peita! 

 

 


